Dear Friends,

In reflecting on the events of FY2019, we are gratified by Wilton Library’s role as the cultural and intellectual heart of our community. It was a year filled with a wide variety of activities and resources by which we continued to inform, connect, enrich, and inspire our patrons. The predominant themes of the year that emerged were community, collaboration, and conversations. We brought the community together in so many different ways, some of which are highlighted in the following pages. Unquestionably, Wilton Reads 2019 was a major accomplishment for us. For this annual community reads event, we selected *The New York Times* bestseller “The Tattooist of Auschwitz” by Heather Morris. The goal in selecting this book was to foster awareness of the Holocaust, thereby heightening the community’s knowledge of this human catastrophe, and to promote tolerance in general.

It was a very ambitious undertaking; however, thanks to our partnership with the Wilton Public Schools, and to our collaboration with several local organizations and businesses, hundreds of residents participated in a comprehensive slate of programs. And, what a collaboration and conversation it was!

Other events, such as our second Human Library Project and our annual Innovation Day, throughout the year, inspired conversations and collaboration. Our world-class jazz concerts, monthly art exhibits, our first Gingerbread House Contest, and many other activities attracted visitors to our library where they connected with each other to enjoy shared interests. The year was indeed one of which Wilton Library can be proud, and it has fueled us with enthusiasm as we begin to celebrate our 125th year.

Finally, we would like to thank our many Friends, donors, sponsors, and volunteers for their loyal support. As a private organization, Wilton Library could not offer all of our resources, programs, and events without the support of others. Many thanks also to the Board of Selectmen for their commitment via our public-private partnership.

We now invite you to peruse this report and discover our ever-evolving Wilton Library. Enjoy!

Michele Klink  
President  
Wilton Library Association

Elaine Tai-Lauria  
Executive Director
Creating Conversations
@ Wilton Library

Long gone are the days of “Shh” as the predominant sound in the library. Today’s Wilton Library is a place where the community comes together to access not only information, but also each other. It is here that we congregate and connect. It is here that we access, discover, use, and share information, opinions, entertainment, and resources. It is here that we gain the knowledge and experiences necessary to create conversations with our friends, our families, our colleagues, our community, and often just within ourselves. Library surroundings change only the volume; we aspire to spark conversation.

More than just a repository for the printed word, Wilton Library is a place for community participation. We provide an atmosphere that generates active learning and promotes the freedom to relax, reflect, enjoy, and discuss. Living in an era of cell phones, tablets, laptops, and other personal screens, we seek to create opportunities that encourage our community to lift up our eyes toward each other and converse.

Our fiscal year 2018/2019 in particular was a year for creating community conversations. Despite the increasing reliance on personal devices for information and entertainment, the need for face-to-face communication remains. People need a space where they can connect with other people—a place that is free, welcoming and safe for all. Wilton Library is such a place. Creating conversations has become an essential component to fulfilling our mission as Wilton’s intellectual and cultural center; informing, enriching, connecting, and inspiring our community. Here’s what we talked about most this past fiscal year…
Perhaps Wilton Library’s most conversation-inspiring event this year was Wilton Reads 2019, in which the community came together to read *The New York Times* bestselling book, *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* by Heather Morris.

The goal of *The Tattooist of Auschwitz* book selection was to foster awareness of the Holocaust and thereby heighten the community’s knowledge of the Holocaust in a comprehensive way. The decision in selecting this topic was inspired by the realization that with each passing day, the world is losing the important oral histories of Holocaust survivors and the cumulative voice of the generation that lived through World War II.

Guided by the library’s mission to “Inform, Connect, Enrich, and Inspire our Community,” Wilton Public Schools were invited to collaborate and partner with Wilton Library in the Wilton Reads 2019 endeavor. The comprehensive slate of programs both in the library and in the Wilton schools gave the community a full appreciation of events leading up to the Holocaust, what happened during the Holocaust, what happened afterwards, and the impact on humanity.

The library offered 250 free books to the community thanks to Fairfield County Bank and fifteen programs ranging from book discussions, a history lesson putting events in context, a survivor talk, a Holocaust-inspired art talk a musical performance, and so much more. Students in Miller/Driscoll, Cider Mill, Middlebrook and Wilton High School read age-appropriate books, while the lower grades had guest readers and authors. High school students produced a documentary with Holocaust survivors or their descendants. The entire experience culminated with a visit by the author, Heather Morris, who spoke before 300 very engaged high school students, and later that day was warmly greeted by more than 400 people for her talk at Wilton Library.

Both Wilton Library and Wilton Public Schools were recognized with the National School Public Relations Association’s Golden Achievement Award, recognizing “exemplary work in all aspects of school public relations, communication, marketing and engagement” for the Wilton Reads 2019 programming.
The hum of the hovercraft was the white noise behind a day of fun, discovery, conversation and laughter at Wilton Library’s **Innovation Day**. Held October 13, 2018, the celebration was a hands-on community festival of building, tinkering, and exploring. The community day attracted more than 700 enthusiastic visitors who came together to enjoy high-tech, low-tech, and no-tech activities. The theme of “Discover, Dabble and Do-It-Yourself” encouraged patrons to participate in 33 crafting opportunities, workshops, and presentations.

There was fun to be had for all ages. Kids socialized around the Touch Table where they got messy with Oobleck and Fluffy Slime while crafters created giant paper flowers and explored English Paper Piecing. All ages enjoyed the Cricut die cutter, making personalized monogrammed keychains; creating Modpodge necklaces and marble magnets; and pumpkin painting with pumpkins donated by Wilton Kiwanis Club. Tech enthusiasts had fun assembling LED flower pins and bow-ties; had a smashing good time at the Take-Apart Table and learned about robotics from Wilton Library’s own robotics team Singularity Technology.

Very popular among the crowd was the virtual reality with HTC Vive. Made possible with the support of the Amadeo Family Fund, this device enabled participants to visit virtual places and have adventures they may not otherwise be able to experience.

The community’s enthusiasm to learn new skills and try new technologies on Innovation Day was contagious among all ages. It was such a successful day in terms of showcasing the talent of the community, the resources of the library, and the opportunities for continued enrichment and conversation at any age.

Many thanks to our sponsor Ring’s End, our many community partners and media sponsor **GOOD Morning Wilton**.

“I love the creative, clean, quiet spaces to work! There are awesome rooms and resources for research writing and reading.”
A real conversation starter at Wilton Library was our Human Library event held March 23, 2019. On this day, our library books became real human beings that conversed with participants in personal dialogues. You ‘read’ the living books’ stories through one-on-one conversations.

Some background - The Human Library is an international movement that started in Denmark in 2000. The concept was designed to shatter stereotypes through open conversations between two people in a non-judgmental environment. It’s an opportunity for those who’ve faced prejudice to tell their story and show people who they really are. And it’s a chance for others to change their preconceived notions about a person. Wilton Library was the first non-academic library in Connecticut to receive permission from the Human Library Organization to host an event.

The tagline for the event was ‘Don’t judge a book by its cover.’ Our 25 human books were community members who volunteered to share their stories in order to break down barriers based on age, race, sexual orientation, religion, ability, lifestyle choices, or other aspects of their identity. Our books told stories of facing the stigma of Alzheimer’s; coping with mental illness in the family; overcoming adversity as a minority in a not-so diverse, town; being blind in a visually-oriented world; practicing pagan ways; discovering adult ADHD; and living in fear of the Nazis in Germany; journeys with depression; anorexia; dyslexia; living and thriving with chronic illness; life after near-death experiences; religious choices; perspective from a female corrections officer in a men’s prison; surviving civil rights prejudices in the ‘60s South, and so many more.

More than 150 readers showed up for conversations during the four-hour event. In just a few short hours, Human Library participants gained understanding and compassion for others – their personal challenges, experiences and prejudices – and, at the same time, debunked their own preconceived notions.

The Human Library was made possible thanks to the support of Mountainside Treatment Center of Wilton and the John and Patricia Curran Teen Fund.
We may be partial, but we think that we live in one of the sweetest places on earth here in Wilton, CT. That sweetness came to life in the form of ginger, vanilla and cinnamon with the first-ever “How Sweet It Is in Wilton” Gingerbread Contest held at the library in December 2018.

Wilton’s love for its community knew no bounds as evidenced by the overwhelming response to the gingerbread house contest. The contest invited families, groups, and individuals to submit gingerbread or other edible models of Wilton houses, landmarks, or buildings to be put on display in the library. In total, 31 extraordinary gingerbread creations were submitted and adorned the library throughout the month. Edible models of Ambler Farm, Merwin Meadows, Schoolhouse at Cannondale, Wilton Library, Old Town Hall, Minks to Sinks, plus many more were on exhibit. The sight and scent of the delicious display drew crowds eager to see the incredible show of town talent and spirit. Proudly, and justly so, the contest was the talk of the town.

“The librarians & staff are so loveable and helpful.”

The submissions were judged based on two groups, 12 and under and ages 13 to adult, in three categories–best historical Wilton house, best creative Wilton building and best whimsical design–plus the most coveted award as judged by the town’s vote, the Community Favorite. Winners were awarded Wilton Chamber of Commerce gift certificates.

Many thanks to the Wilton Chamber of Commerce for co-sponsoring the contest and Fairfield County Bank for providing the gift certificates.
## Speaking of the Figures

*(unaudited)*

### Revenue:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Town Grant</td>
<td>$2,777,453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual Appeal</td>
<td>$258,099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising Events and other donations*</td>
<td>$367,722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating Income (including investment income)</td>
<td>$268,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Revenue</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,671,680</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Excludes Endowment Donations*

---

### Expenses:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Salaries and Benefits</td>
<td>$2,598,043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Maintenance and Utilities</td>
<td>$221,291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Operations</td>
<td>$101,713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library Content &amp; Programs</td>
<td>$416,247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>$168,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundraising &amp; Development</td>
<td>$91,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Expenses</strong></td>
<td><strong>$3,597,378</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Surplus</strong></td>
<td><strong>$74,302</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

“I came across this quote and it reminds me of what Wilton Library does for our town: ‘Bad libraries build collections, good libraries build services, great libraries build communities.’”

---

- **Library Visits**: 256,728
- **Total Items in our Collection**: 578,430
- **Circulation**: 266,868
- **Reference Questions**: 35,019
- **Library Programs**: 851
- **Program Attendance**: 25,039

*Excludes Endowment Donations*

It would not be possible to deliver all the content, services and programs we offer, without the generous support of our donors.
We are so very proud of the programming we present for the community. However, what truly makes us happy is the conversations that our patrons create based on these experiences — the information that you share, the history that comes alive, the books you get inspired to read and discuss, the music that transports you, the art that delights you, the technology that advances you, the fun that makes you smile, and the awareness of issues that makes you better citizens. Your conversations energize us.

**Articulating Art**

Art creates joy, learning, beauty and dialogue. Each month, the community gathered at Wilton Library to enjoy a vast array of artwork, encompassing diverse mediums, styles and subject matter. Local and regional artists and photographers of all ages shared their works in ten inspiring main shows displayed in our front gallery and throughout the first floor. Our volunteer art chairman Ed MacEwen and his team continued to work tirelessly to ensure that Wilton Library provided art enrichment to the community. The library also served as the monthly exhibition and reception space for the Weir Farm Artist-in-Residency program.

"After attending one of your literary programs, I am now reading Joyce with more understanding than ever before.”

**Talk- Provoking Programs**

Our strong tradition of musical programming was among our most well-attended events, drawing audiences from near and far. Popular musical series including the Hot & Cool: Jazz at the Brubeck Room concerts, Connecticut’s Own performances and the Summer Music & More series continued to fill the Brubeck Room with patrons appreciative of our diverse musical offerings.

The jazz series welcomed numerous award-winning musicians including The Brubeck Brothers Quartet, Alan Broadbent with Harvie S and Billy Mintz, and guitarist Martin Taylor among others. The Hot & Cool: Jazz at the Brubeck Room series is funded by the William and Karen Tell Foundation with special thanks to Ed and Catherine Romer and Chris and Tish Brubeck. For the 18th consecutive year, The Summer Music & More Concert Series gave patrons the opportunity to kick back, dance, sing and enjoy music thanks to the ongoing sponsorship of the Village Market.
A wide variety of adult programs held throughout the year offered something for everyone to talk about. Highlights for adults included the **Author Talk** series which welcomed such notable names as Susan Orlean, Martha Stewart, Jack Mitchell and Stephanie Land among others. The 12th year of the **Scholarly Lecture Series** collaboration between Wilton Library and Wilton Historical Society focused on the theme of “Sex, Scandal, and Upheaval: 1919 - What’s Changed?” The four-part series explored the headlines that defined the year 1919, from the Treaty of Versailles to the Black Sox Scandal to the women’s suffrage movement, including how events impacted Connecticut. Certainly lots to talk about.

**Adult literature seminars**, made possible with the support of the Literary Series in Memory of Amy Quigley, explored poetry, mythology, and the classics with experts Judson Scruton and Dr. Gerald Weiss. The **Wilton Library Readers** book group was led once again by Susan Boyar. **Senior Center Book Discussions** brought together a variety of community discussion leaders to explore great literature with patrons at the Wilton Senior Center. The **Get Well, Stay Well** health literacy series presented by Western Connecticut Health Network and Wilton Library examined such topics as strokes and alternative medicine. Program partnerships with SCORE and the Wilton Chamber of Commerce benefited our local business audience.

No conversation about Wilton Library would be complete without discussing our **Thomas T. Adams, Esq., Innovation Station** maker space. Here exploring, creating and learning happens full-throttle through a multitude of equipment offerings, classes and one-on-one instruction, ensuring our patrons are up to date with new technologies.

**Talking Teens and Children**

Our Teen and Children’s departments continue to focus on creative STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics) programming that offers the opportunity for our youth to explore new technologies, equipment, and avenues of inspiration that might not otherwise be available to them.

The **Children’s Library** organized several successful STEAM initiatives for children up to grade six. These included a Reading is Out of This World Summer Reading Program, Garden Club, Science Through Sound programs, coding programs, story times, crafting, animal programs and many more.

**Teen Services** continued to support our thriving robotics team Singularity Technology and offer programs including STEM Club, Girls Who Code, recycled objects crafting, rocketry, Arduino circuits, Reading Takes You Everywhere Summer Reading, mindfulness, virtual reality, and many more, as well as numerous offerings on college preparedness.

Our STEAM and STEM programming for youth is made possible thanks to the generous support of the Amadeo Family.

*The Wilton Library is like an iceberg, there are so many resources available below the surface!*
Wilton Library
Endowment Fund

Connecting, inspiring, enriching, informing…
These adjectives hold as true today as they did
nearly 125 years ago to describe the ideals and
mission of Wilton Library. While we respectfully
acknowledge the past, we must boldly make
plans for our future.

The Wilton Library Endowment Fund was
established to build a permanent endowment
for the Library. This fund will create a stable and
enhanced source of funding for programs and
services at the library, and serve as a legacy to
ensure the viability of the programming in the future.

The following listing includes donors who have
generously given to the Wilton Library Endowment
Fund as part of The Cornerstone Society.

The Cornerstone Society recognizes donors who
have made a minimum gift of $10,000 to support
the Wilton Library Endowment Fund (through
6/30/19).
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Penelope Maxwell
Nancy Woodrow McKelvy

“There is so much light in the library, it is an uplifting environment.”

Anita Lor Waxberg
Rayna Wein-Avizov
Arlena & Paul Welch
The Well
Pat & Fred Wernig
Kim & Jim West
Carolan Workman
Ann & Steve White
Peter Whiteford
Whitman Breed Abbott & Morgan LLC
Malcolm & Nancy Whyte
Wilton Family Eye Care
Wilton Historical Society
Wilton Meadows Rehabilitation & Health Care Center
Carolyn Wissinger
Michael & Meryll Wolfman
Sara Wynkoop
Jeanne & Jesus Zornoza
Judith Zucker
Daniel & Lisa Zucker
Wayne & Janet Zuckerman

The Olstein Family
Susan Onthank
Rebecca Perlman
Dr. Lauren, Greg & Gregory Pinchbeck
Joan M. Poulney, Ph.D.
Ron & Barbara Quist
Priscilla & Raoul Rebillard
Reby Advisors
Richard & Diana Reische
William & Elizabeth Reiss
Ted Riegel & The Travel Bureau Inc.
Ring’s End
Ginny & Joe Ripp
Wilton Family YMCA
Rob Sanders Architects
Jeanne & Mike Robertson
Greg & Beverly Rodiger
Petra & Joseph Salbutti
Matt & Betsy Salinger
Savas Family Fund
Mark J. Schiff
The Schloss Family
Thomas & Lee Ann Schneider
Sara L. Schrager
John & Carole Segal
Sun Semel
Warren & Cindi Serenbetz
Margaret Shaeffer
Philip & Suzanne Sharlach
Judy & Andrew Shields
Preeti Sikri
Drs. Michael Sarezky & Virginia Smith
Neelam Soin
The Southfield Center
Jerry & Beth Sprole
Sarah Stalls
Albert & Helen Stauderman
Ladarat Stefan
The Stefano La Sala Foundation, Inc.
Dick & Sue Sullivan
Ann-Marie Tai
Jamie Toohill
Novella & Robert Tortorella
Amit & Namita Vadhera
Karim & Mark Venditti
Rose Marie & Donald Verrilli
Damon & Maria Vocke
Gary & Sheila Wakoff
Heather & Michael Walden
Julia & Tom Walker
Bill & Nancy Ward
Louise Washer & Mary Clay Fields
Every effort has been made
to acknowledge donors accurately
BJ & Steve Bralower
Richard & Katherine Branch
Calvin R. Braunstein
Alicia Breen
Alan & Marie Brenner
Benson Briggs
Dr. & Mrs. Allen S. Brings
Marie & Gifford Broderick
Beverly Brokaw
Mae K. Tighe & Thomas J. Bronner
David & Karin Brooks
Anne & Shawn Brosko
Lisa Brower
Jean & Jonathan Brown
Heather Brown & Daniel Southern
Jordice G. Browning
Janet & Frank Bucciero
Lori J. Buchanan
Patrick & Kimberly Burke
Donald K. Buxton
Leonard & Lisbeysi Calo
Clarissa Cannavino
Cynthia M. Cannella
Linda & Phil Cannella
Janet & John Canning
Amy & Chris Capalbo
Tara & Salvatore Carbonaro
Meg Carey
Gisella Caroti
Gene & Gerry Carozza
Eli & Laura Carreiro
Georgia Carrington
Heather & Thomas Carroll
Meg Carstens
Barbara Cartsonis
Jennifer Carvalhal
Casper Company, LLC
Janel Cassara
Geralyn & John Cassone
Tim & Lisa Cawley
Stephen Chan
Soumya Chandra
Arjun Chandrashekar
Brice & Lyndsay Chaney
Katherine Chann
Debbie & Greg Chann
Nikki Chapman
Kerri Charas
Kimberly Chase
Winifred Chesley
Linda Chess
Duncan Chisholm
Laura & Wyndham Clark
Michele & Harry Clark
Theresa & Cayla Clarke
Anne R. Clarke
Ellen Clegg
David Close
Cohen and Wolf, P.C.
Virginia W. Collier
Community Nursery School of Wilton
Robert & Robin Como
Kimberly B. Condon
Connecticut Friends School
Ralph & Patricia Conte
Jerome & Judith Cook
Kathy & Doug Coombs
Bethany Cooper
Terri Cuddy
Sarah Cummins
Evelyn & David Cunningham
Katie & Chris Cunningham
Jason Cutler
Frank & Barbara Dahm
Sucheta Damle
Pamela Danneman
Kimberly Daversa
Margaret F. Davis
Cristina de Sousa
Nicole Decore
DeFeo Family
Janice & Tom Dehn
Mr. & Mrs. Erik Deidan
Kimberly A. Dexter
Kathy Dhand & Adrian Peters
Jennifer Diagonale
Mark DiMonecino
Faye DiLeo
Lynn & David DiNasso
Kathleen & Tim Dineen
Sherry Zhou & Shawn Ding
Lynn D’Lima
Darleen Dodd
Mr. Wayne Dodge
Margaret & Stephen E. Donahue
Michael Dong
Franey & Barbara Donovan
Bruce & Sue Dorfman
Janel & Isaac Downs
Kathleen Drake
Evelyn Drew
Jennifer Driscoll
Andrew & Lynn Driver
Stan Duchnicki
Haiku Durden
Claudia Duvall
Freda Easton
Elizabeth A. Eberhart
Susan B. Edwards
Teryl A. Eisenberg
Kimberly M. England
Richard & Maria Erario
Samantha R. Eskenazi
The Ettie Family
Carol Faherty
Lindsay Fankhauser
Irene R. Farley
Josh & Shinobu Farrell
Sarah Fasano
Colleen & Scott Fawcett
Douglas & Michelle Fechter
Janell Federico
Gregg Feldman & Lynn Schlesinger
Dr. Brian D. Fennel
Bridget Fine
Douglas & Deborah Fine
First Step Christian Education
Joe & Ann Fiteni
Mary B. Fitzgerald
Theresa M. Gall Fitzpatrick
Kevin J. Flanagan
Lisa & Mal Flanagan
The Flatt Family
Paula D. Fleming
Leonard Flom
The Floyd Family
Thomas F. Flynn
Crystal Fogarty
Lindsay Fontana
Amy & Marc Foodman
Andrea Forster
Veronica & Gary Foster
Mr. & Mrs. Steve N. Foundoukis
Roberta C. Frank
Russell & Irene Friedman
Holly Furman
Jean Nicole Gall
Jan & Al Galletly
Emily & Michael Galligan
Jaclyn Gallo
Belinda J. Ganser
Brooks & Adair Garis
Marilyn Garvin

“The Wilton Library is my happy place!”

Lyndsay Coppola
Carolina & Kevin Corrigan
Rosanna Coughlin
Juliet & Michael Craig
Marilyn Crandall
Kevin & Moira Craw
Douglas Crites-Moore
Jeffrey & Allison Cross
Kiki Cross
The Crowther Family
Ingri Boe-Wiegaard

Julia & Frederick Gaston
Barbara & Bob Gault
Kathy Gebbia
Tim Gemesi
Charles & Joanna Genovese
Amy Gettler
Bev & Steve Gidley
Bruno J. & Kathleen B. Gioffre
Sarah Gioffre
Robert Given
Bill & Susan Glass
The Goddard School
Heidi S. Godleski
Gloria Gottschalk & Richard Frostig
Susan Gould
Larry Greeley
Victoria & Todd Green
Marie Grossi
Rhonda Brown & Thomas Grotta
Diane & Peter Gucciardo
Anthony & Caroline Gulati
Virginia F. Gunther
Wayne M. Gura & Anne G. Djupedal
Edda & Gene Gusman
Michelle Haggerty
Sharon Hall
Jennifer D. Hallissey
Emma Halliwell
Marc & Nancy Halpert
Anne & Martin Hamar
Ross & Paula Hand
Tom Harrington
Megan Smith-Harris & Bill Harris
Laura Hatch
Elinor L. Hauff
Arlene H. Hazlewood
Jeffrey Headdren
Mr. & Mrs. Gregory J. Hefner
Suzanne & Patrick Helbach
Susan Hendrick
Sigrid J. Henrichson
Patricia Herlihy
Myra Hess
Patricia Hessel
Bill & Jackie Heyde
Hiro & Anita Hiranandani
Victoria & Gary Hirsch
Caroline Hoffman
Dottie & Peter Jankowski
Marie Jarboe
Joanne Jasser
Suzanne Jeschke
Joan Jevne & Kirk Minnis
Jesse G. Johnson
Jessica C. Johnson
James C. Johnson
Nerina R. Klobas
John & Beth Klukojc
Jennifer Knapp
Carolyn Kobsa
David & Linda Koch
Penelope Koechli
Anita Kohli-Parnannis, M.D.
Noel & Bruce Konrad
Carol Ann & Gene Kopfmann
Mitch & Annie Kosh
Kathie & Bruce Kostic
Jill S. Kotch
James Koutsoukos
Camille & Alan Kramer
Gary & Lisa Krasnow
Janet Krauss
Shane Kreter
John Kronenberg
Lucy Krupenye
Vijay Kumar
George W. Kunzle
Karen & Otto La Mantia
John & Peg Lagnese
John Laing
Phyllis Laline
Landmark Preschool
Lois Lanefski
Annbeth & Rob Lattimer
Mr. Jody Law
Robin McCorry Law
John D. & Charlotte P. Layne
Alice E. Learman
Peter Shiue & Vivian Lee-Shiue
Nan Lenore
Melissa & Michael Leonard
Georgiana Leporati
Jeffrey & Jane Lerner
Susan S. Levack
Michelle E. Levack
Doris J. Levinson
Robyn Libertiny
Richard & Diane Lieberfarb
Sheila & Jamie Lilly
Courtney & Aaron Lilly
Patricia & Damian Rinaldi
Riccardo Rinaldi
Faith & Irwin Ringelheim
Dr. Russell Robbins & Ms. Valerie Rosenson
Hugh & Marjorie Robertson
Ted & Judy Robinson
Jessie B. Rodriguez & James Fasano
Gale Roeder
Marjorie Romano
Nancy Romberg
Robin & Gary Roscillo
Mr. Jonathon Rosen
Vicki Rossi
Elizabeth & Erwin Ruckel
Alex & Ritcha Ruskewich
Diane Russ & Peter Stisser
Elise P. & Mark B. Russ
Michael & Shana Russnok
John & Patricia Rust
Steve & Joy Ruterman
Jennifer & Jeffrey Rutishauser
Robert & Georgina Sackstein
Seema Saksena & Piush Kumar
Joseph & Lisa Saltarelli
The Sanders Family
Carolyn & Ralph Sanna
Jessica Santaniello
Renee & Dan Santhouse
Suzanne Sapia & Robert Sabo
Robert & Joan Saraniero
Ms. Carmen Sarapura
Sauter-Martins Family
Don Sauvigne
Joan & Don Savage
Marge & Skip Savinelli
A.H. Saxon
Jennifer Scanlan
Jenelle Scanlon
Kristen Schestag
Stephen & Debra Schmal
Susan S. Schmitt
Beth A. Schneider
Judith & Morton Schomer
Andy Schopick
Steve & Amy Schott
Carol D. Schuler
Scruton Family
Sarah Seamark
Lissa & George Seeberger
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Shapiro
Silvie & Muhammad Sharfuddin
Loretta Shaw
Jane & Patrick Shea
Gabrielle Sheehan
The Sheehy Family
Lora & JR Sherman

“The Wilton Library serves our town—young and old, rich or poor, healthy or sick.”

Rosana L. Sherrick
Sue Sherwood
Mingyu Shi
Evelyn Sias
Brian Sideleau, Jr.
Sally H. Siebert
Michael & Janis Siegel
Cory & Laura Silver
Jo Ann Simon
Gary & Carole (Susie) Singer
Kathleen Singleton
Kathy & Gary Skiba
John Skorpen
Caroline P. Smith
Roger & Dee Smith
Suzanne Farrell Smith & Justin Smith
Elizabeth Smolenack
Maura F. Smotrich
Jeff Snyder
Sharon & Ken Sobel and

Family
Stephen Sobolewski
Melissa Socco
Audrey Solnit
Jennifer Soudagar
Bonnie Spetsariss
Jennifer & Alan Spirer
Carol & Rick Splittorf
Pat & Elmer Stannard
Diane Stark
Catherine & Thomas Steele
Phil & Sharon Steinberg
Marci Sternheim
The Stevenson Family
William R. Stewart
Carolyn Stoe
Liz Stokes
Jean & Richard Stolting
Kathleen M. Stubbe
Jack & Liz Suchy
Maria Sullivan
Marylisa & Brian Sullivan
Janine Sullivan & Robert Desel
Brenda & Christopher Swanson
Julie & Brian Sweeney
Thomas F. Swick
Patti & Ken Sylvia
Synchrony Financial
Steven & Kathryn Tafuro
Susan & Jeff Taylor
Helene Taylor
Nicola Thom
Nichol Thomas
Erin & Bill Thomas
Thomson Reuters My Community Program
Tammy & Matthew Thornton
Priscilla & Tyler Thors
Thursday Night Book Club
Carrie & Robert Tobias
Susan Tom
Dara Tomeo

Trentos Family
Caren & Robert Tucker
Carl & Rebecka Tucker
The Turnover Shop of Wilton
Stanley A. Twardy, Jr.
The Unger Family
Nancy Valente
Mimi Van Deusen
Aase S. van Dyke
Amanda & Dirk van Heyst
Simona Vasile
Ernest B. Ventres, Jr.
Wendy C. Vickrey
Jimena A. Vignola
Viking Global Foundation, Inc.
Ellen G. Villasenor
Kaylie Vo
Bruce Taylor & Jere Rice
Vockins
Robert Wachstein
Judd Walencikowski & Sonja Renander
Jennifer Walker
Robert Wallace
Steven & Judy Wander
Xiaoming Wang
Huan Wang
Stephanie Klein Wassink
Mr. Philip J Wax
Michael Wayland
Tami & Justin Weigold
Martha & Gerald Weiss
Sara & Tom Wells and Family
Kinley Welly
Lisa Wenger
Melissa & Johan Wenman
Charles Wessendorf & Mary Ellen Sullivan
Tom & Maria Wilcox
Madeleine Wilken
Melanie Will
Lisa Williams
Theodore N. & Carole Vilar
Williams
Gwenna Williamson

Every effort has been made to acknowledge donors accurately.
Lisa Wilvonseder-Greto
Diane & Chris Wilson
Wilson Family
Wilton Family YMCA Nursery School
Wilton Land Conservation Trust
Lorraine Winsor
David J. Wismer
Alison Wood
Woolard Family
Katherine Woolhouse
Jane Wu
Lindsay & John Wyman
Alyssa Yan
Mr. & Mrs. Yan-Ping
Elfriede & Carl Yoder
Sharon Yovine
Tina Zangrillo
Karen Zeibak
Sarah & Ian Zimmerman
Zion’s Hill Cemetery Association
Zion’s Hill Preschool Program
Susan & John Zoeller
Kitty Zucco
Julie Zucker
Lisa Zucker
Mary & Chuck Zwecker

Marina Diaconu
Chloe DuBrock
George DuBrock
Vivienne DuBrock
Hans Greene
Charles Greene
Daniel Hickey
Jackson Hickey
Henry Jefferson Irwin
Caroline Whyte Irwin
Bryce Joy
William Joy
Henry Moriss
James Moriss
Dylan Pamnani
Nora Pencu
Mridhula Praveen
Tessa Reichenbach
Adele Rinaldi
Carla Rinaldi
Abigail Unger
Emma Unger

“Wilton librarians are the most helpful people and offer so much to the community.”

YOUNG READERS
Madden Albert
Miller Albert
Leah Aronowitz
Elizabeth Arton
Matthew Avallone
Karolina Bukowski
Aiden Cannavino
Ben Cannavino
Harry Cannavino
Henry Carreiro
Jackson Carreiro
Piper Lea Chaney
Declan Chaney
Lillian Chaney

IN KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Adam Broderick Salon & Spa
The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum
AMG Catering & Events
Annabel Green Flowers and Finery
The Aquan Family
Barcelona Restaurant
bartaco
Beardsley Framing
Bruce & Cindy Beebe
Berkshire Hathaway/Realty Seven, Inc.
Bernard’s Ridgefield
Bianco Rosso
Blue Star Bazaar
Bone & Bark Inn/Warrior Walkers
Mike Boswood & Mary Pytko
Susan Boyar
Bradford Renaissance Portraits
Kathleen & Bill Brennan
Cactus Rose Restaurant & Tequila Bar
Caraluzzi’s
Anne & Wil Rowlands: Connecticut Gardener Magazine
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Cooper, III
Craft 14 Kitchen + Bar

SPECIAL THANKS FY 2018-2019

MEDIA SPONSORS
GOOD Morning Wilton
TownVibe – Wilton Magazine
The Wilton Bulletin

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES
American Institute for Foreign Study
Aon Foundation
Bank of America Charitable Foundation
Benevity Community Impact Fund
GE Foundation
Goldman, Sachs & Co.
Home Box Office, Inc.
IBM Corporation
Macquarie Group Foundation
MBIA Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
Synchrony Financial
Thomson Reuters My Community Program
UBS
Unilever United States Foundation, Inc.
Viking Global Foundation, Inc.
YourCause, LLC

TRIBUTES IN HONOR OF...
Thomas Burgess
Jim Furnival
Sylvia Kaye
Owen Neubauer
Lilly Shaw
WLA Staff
Sue & Dick Sullivan
Elaine Tai-Lauria

IN MEMORY OF...
Elisa Abel
Lois Alm
Pat & John Curran
Clayton Ecke
Shirley Eisenbooth
Buck Griswold
Margo Hopser
Patrick Hughes
Hilary Ann & Madison Jones
Wendell Jones
Monique Kosar
Phillip Lauria
Edward Patrick Lenahan
Alfred Marks
Mary Marquardt
Cathy Merullo
Sean Nelligan
T.J. Pramer
Amy Quigley
Lynn Santariello
Andrew Schloss
Ali Simon
Edith Sutter
Peter K. Warren
Doyle Yates
Dr. Richard A. Zucker

IN KIND CONTRIBUTIONS
Adam Broderick Salon & Spa
The Aldrich Contemporary Art Museum
AMG Catering & Events
Annabel Green Flowers and Finery
The Aquan Family
Barcelona Restaurant
bartaco
Beardsley Framing
Bruce & Cindy Beebe
Berkshire Hathaway/Realty Seven, Inc.
Bernard’s Ridgefield
Bianco Rosso
Blue Star Bazaar
Bone & Bark Inn/Warrior Walkers
Mike Boswood & Mary Pytko
Susan Boyar
Bradford Renaissance Portraits
Kathleen & Bill Brennan
Cactus Rose Restaurant & Tequila Bar
Caraluzzi’s
Anne & Wil Rowlands: Connecticut Gardener Magazine
Mr. & Mrs. Anthony J. Cooper, III
Craft 14 Kitchen + Bar
Every effort has been made to acknowledge donors accurately.
Volunteers at Wilton Library

ABC Scholars
Ellen Abend
Tom Abend
Lianne Acosta-Rua
Aarushi Agarwal
Courtney Allen
Claude Amadeo
Jennifer Amadeo
Mary Arbisa
Eileen Armstrong
Kara Ash
Carolina Asmussen
Chet Augustine
Stephen Baker
Talia Baker
Carol Ball
Dandy Barrett
Gary Battaglia
Bruce Beebe
Sharon Beecher
Phoebe Beshlian
Joseph Block
Lois Block
Sarah Boatwalla
Marc Borelli
Elizabeth Borglum-Lamond
Felicia Borglum-Lamond
Michael Borglum-Lamond
Mike Boswood
Boy Scout Troop 120
Zelda Brenner
James Burch
Iris Busch
Jason Cai
Claire Camelo
Alex Cameron
Cathy Campbell
Linda Kannella
Phil Kannella
Anne Marie Case
Debbie Chann
Nancy McManus Ciaccio
Barbara Clancy
Mariana Coelho
Caroline Coffey
Josh Cole
Patty Connor
AJ Cooper
Amy Cooper
Carolina Corrigan
Louis Costanzo
Jackie Couch
Laurie Crimmins
Tom Crimmins
Sara Criscuolo
Michael Crystal
Beth Culnane
Sister Michaela Durkin
Ed Edelson
Suzanne Ellenthal
Richard Errico
Douglas Fechter
Michelle Fechter
Linda Fein
Michael Fein
Emily Ferencz
Christal Ferrandino
Yvonne Fielden
Bonnie Figgatt
Gini Fischer
Nancy Flaherty
Suzanne Flaim
Tony Fouracre
Michael Franco
Susan Graybill
Vickie Green
Susan Greenberg
Margret Greene
Edwin Gregory
Giby Gregory
Judy Grimm
Lila Griswold
Susie Gross
Kathryn Groves
Natasha Hafez
Kim Hall
Anne Hamar
Tree Hanson
Adam Harley
Evan Harley
Fred Harley
Max Harley
Bill Harris
Kim Healy
Thom Healy
Kimberly Heegermiller
Glenn Hemmerle
Janice Goff Hess
Michael Hess
John Hinshaw
Leslie Hinshaw
Cindy Hojnacki
Henry Hubli
Betsy Huffman
Berta Hull
Dave Hull
Jana Janeway
Whitney Janeway
Dottie Jankowski
Michael Jankowski
Gregory Jansen
Navod Jayawardhane
Rajive Jayawardhane
Suzanne Jeschke

Volunteers at Wilton Library

Kathleen Cureau
Nick Davatzes
Joanne Daversa
Maria Deidan
Cynthia Dempster
Caryl Dilettuso
Jerry Dilettuso
Kathleen Dineen
Summer Downey
Janel Downs
Emma Driver
Amanda Dugan
Marjorie Duggan
Laurie Durkin
Delia Freliech
Max Gabrielson
Al Galletty
Jan Galletty
Julia Gardiner
Tina Gardiner
Michaele Giannoutsos
Steve Giannoutsos
Anne Goslee-Jovocic
Alan Gould
Pat Gould
Maureen Granito
Alexander Grano
David Graybill

Volunteers at Wilton Library

Woodbridge Library Volunteers
Carol Johnson
Barbara Jones
Chuck Jones
Angelique Joseph
Mark Kaduboski
Carol Gruendel Kaelin
Bobbi Kahan
Kim Kelehor
Dakota Kelly
John Keogh
Joanne King
Jackie Kingston
Amy Kirk
Sally Kirk
Michele Klink
Alan Knapp
Jennifer Knapp
Peg Koellmer
Janet Krauss
Florine Kruger
Julie LaBant
Jenny Lauricella
Paul Lauricella
Steven Lauricella
Jeff Lavaty
Sayuki Layne
Arden Lee
Kathy Leeds
Kate Lewis
Suzanne Lishnoff
Delaney Liston
Sheila Loggins
Marissa Love
Quinn Lupton
Gay Luster-Sawabini
Vicki Lynch
Kim Lynn
Frank Mabley
Ed MacEwen
Jan MacEwen
Ceci Maher
Doris Majesky
Sara Manners
Lawrence Mannix
Linnea Martin
Beth Mason
Chip Mason
Anne McCann
Chris McCann
Theresa (Tree) McDermott
Jack McFadden
Ali McGann
Maureen McGrath
Sherry McReynolds
Barbara Mechler
Albert Miller
Pamela Miller
Laureen Mody
Francesca Monro
Tracey Morgan
Gail Moskow
Sandy Mumbach
Ellen Murphy
Pamela Mursor
Tony Musilli
Saraswathi Nair, M.D.
Avery Newcomer
Nate Newcomer
Akira Nobumoto
Kiana Nobumoto
Pam Nobumoto
Elizabeth O’Connor
Margaret O’Donnell
Miwako Ogasawara
Kelley O’Grady
Tierney O’Hearn
Helen Olson
Lena O’Malley
Beth O’Mara
Bethany Pinho
Mark Pirro
Judy Punshon
Judy Punshon
Mary Pytko
Barbara Quist
R.O.A.R.
Natalia Ramirez
Ria Raniwala
Rishabh Raniwala
Ray Rauth
Tosha Rawlins
Diana Reische
Dick Reische
Sara Reiter
Anne Richards
Christina Richardson
Dan Riley
Liz Riley
Kristy Ripp
Dodo Roberts
Joan Roman
Anne Marie Romano
Pam Rouleau
Kathleen Royle
Bob Russell
Carol Russell
Jennifer Rutishauer
Seiji Sahay
Bonnie Sailer
Katie Sailer
Petra Saldduti
Rob Sanders
Joan Saraniero
Cristina Sarno
Andrea Sato
John Savarese
Stacey Savas
Jean Schlesinger
George Schneidewind
Judson Scruton
Louise Shames
Jen Shelley
Michelle Shia
Lucy Shultz
Rohit Singhal
Julia Skillin
Diane Sklar
Kit Smith
Megan Smith-Harris
Liz Smolenack
Kim Sponza
Sarah Stalls
Julie Stein
Sandy Stein
John Stewart
Harish Subramanian
Dick Sullivan
Linda Sweeny
Phil Lauria
Reena Therattil
Spencer Thors
Carrie Tobias
Teddi Tucci
Pat Tully
Grace Ullman
Hope Ullman
Jared Ullman
Namita Vadhila
Randi van Pelt
Marilyn Van Raalte
Evelyn Villanova
Teresa DiLorenzo-Waldron
Tom Waldron
Aishani Walia
Bridgette Wall
Elizabeth Walsh
Cindy Ward
Rayna Wein-Avizov
Jasmine Whitaker
Steve White
Meghan Whitman
John Wilson
Kathleen Wilson
Wilton High School Girls’ LAX
Meryll Wolfman
Nancy Wollard
Denise Worst
Mary Wright
Aby Yoon
Lizzy Yoon
Kathleen Zadourian
Janice Zelevansky
Judy Zucker
Janet Zuckerman

Volunteer of the Year: Patty Connor
DEPARTMENT HEADS

Elaine Tai-Lauria  
Executive Director

Mary Anne Mendola Franco  
Assistant Director, Technology & Private Events

Lauren McLaughlin  
Assistant Director, Patron Services & Collection Management

Melissa Baker  
Media & Digital Services Manager

Michael Bellacosa  
Community Engagement Manager

Carolyn Benjamin  
Technical Services Manager

Janet Crystal  
Marketing Communications Manager

Rich Hubli  
Building Operations Manager

Susan Lauricella  
Teen Services & Makerspace Manager

Courtney Lilly  
Development Director

Andrea Szabo  
Children’s Services Manager

Susan Taylor  
Financial Manager

Karen Zeibak  
Circulation Services Manager
Board of Trustees

WILTON LIBRARY ASSOCIATION 2018/2019
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Michele Klink
President
Rob Sanders
Vice President
Patty Connor
Secretary
Kimberley Healy
Treasurer

Eileen Armstrong
Gary Battaglia
Mike Boswood
Nick Davatzes
Teresa DiLorenzo-Waldron
Tony Fouracre
Margret Greene
Natasha Hafez
Fred Harley
Thom Healy
John Hinshaw
Carol Johnson
Mark Kaduboski
Peg Koellmer
Ceci Maher
Lawrence Mannix
Saraswathi Nair, MD
Tierney O’Hearn
Andrea Sato
Sandy Stein
Meghan Whitman

HONORARY TRUSTEES
Randolph Byers
Nancy Faesy
Margaret Gregory
Harriet Hoskinson
Gerald Levy
Mary Marquardt
Bob Russell
Carol Russell
Christopher Smith
Katharine Welling
Thank you for supporting Wilton Library!

“A library outranks any one thing a community can do to benefit its people. It is a never failing spring in the desert.”

Andrew Carnegie